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You will need: 

Gelatin packet(s) & water 
 -ratio: 1 TBsp gelatin : 2 ½ TBsp water 
28 gauge flower wires (white for flowers but you could 
use green for leaves) 
Gel colours 
Petal cutters 
Heatproof bowl/glass for gelatin mixture 
Foam block 
Stamens 
Floral tape 
Paintbrush 
 

Method: 

1. Place water in microwave safe bowl. Sprinkle gelatin 
over water and stir. Place in microwave in 10 second 
intervals, stirring until dissolved (about 25-35 seconds, 
depending on microwave). Allow to sit for 3-5min for the 
foam to rise to top. Gently scoop foam away with a spoon, 
then add desired food colour. 
 
2. Prepare your wires. Either make your petal shape free-
hand or mould them round a petal cutter. Twist the wire 
to enclose the shape. You can paint it with the paste 
colour or leave it white. 

3. Place your bowl/container of gelatin into a saucepan 
of simmering water or just in another bowl with boiling 
water. If you use the latter, be sure to keep it topped 
up with boiling water so that the gelatin stays liquid.  



4. Slide in your wire petal so that it is totally 
submerged. You can either do this by tipping the gelatin 
container at an angle or by bending your wire to a right 
angle with the base of the petal and dipping it straight 
in. 

5. Take it out slowly and carefully so that you have a 
film of gelatin covering the entire petal shape. (Just 
like dipping the wand into bubble blowing liquid!). If 
the "bubble" breaks, just re-dip it! 

6. Hold upright to let any excess gelatin run down the 
wire. You can pick this off later when it is dry. 

7. Stick it into foam block to dry for about half an 
hour. 

8. Meanwhile, make the centres by taping some stamens to 
a wire. 

9. When the petals are dry, shape them by bending them 
gently over your finger. The only thing you can't do is 
to widen them as the gelatin will then tear, otherwise 
you can play around to your heart's content! Tape as many 
petals as you like to the centre ..... just like you 
would with sugar flowers. You can make leaves in exactly 
the same way. 

 

 



Gelatin butterflies 
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Materials: 
1 Tbsp gelatin (ex: Knox) 
2 ½ Tbsp water 
food colours 
Gelatin Veining sheet (I got mine at Flour confections - $8) 
Scissors, paint brush 
Food colours, vodka,  disco dust, piping gel, food markers 
 
Step 1: 
-place water in microwave safe bowl 
-sprinkle gelatin over water and stir 
-place in microwave in 10 second intervals, stirring until dissolved (about 35 
seconds) 
-allow to sit for 4-7 min for the foam to rise to top. Gently scoop foam away with 
a spoon, then add desired food colour. 
 
Step 2: 
-keeping gelatin warm enough to have consistency of nail polish, brush onto 
veining sheet. 
-Use a soft, floppy brush & leave a fairly thick coat 
-allow to dry for 3-5hr 
Step 3: 
-once dry, carefully release gelatin from sheets 
-trim edges with scissors (you can leave wings attached or separate) 
 
Step 4: 
-Accent as desired (food colouring, disco dust on edges with piping gel etc.) 
 
Step 5:  
-make a body with gumpaste or fondant & insert wings in sides (using small 
amount of piping gel as glue) 
-colour flower stamens to use as antennae 
-attach to a gumpaste fairy for her wings 
 
Tips: 
Avoid direct water/splashes 
Colour/paint LIGHTLY! 
 
 


